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Mutations in the ARD1 gene prevent yeast cells from displaying GI-specific growth arrest in response to
nitrogen deprivation and cause MATa haploids (but not MATa haploids) to be mating defective. Analysis of cell
type-specific gene expression by examination of RNA transcripts and measurement of i-galactosidase activity
from yeast gene-lacZ fusions demonstrated that the mating defect ofMATa ardi mutants was due to an inability
to express genes required by MATa cells for the mating process. The lack of mating-specific gene expression in
MATa cells was found to be due solely to derepression of the normally silent a information at the HML locus.
The cryptic a information at the HMR locus was only very slightly derepressed in ardi mutants, to a level
insufficient to affect the mating efficiency of MATa cells. The preferential elevation of expression from HML
over HMR was also observed in ardi mutants which contained the alternate arrangement of a information at
HML and a information at HMR. Hence, the effect of the ardl mutation was position specific (rather than
information specific). Although the phenotype of ardl mutants resembled that of cells with mutations in the
SIR) gene, both genetic and biochemical findings indicated that ARD1 control of HML expression was
independent of the regulation imposed by SIR) and the other SIR genes. These results suggest that the ARDi
gene encodes a protein product that acts, directly or indirectly, at the HML locus to repress its expression and,
by analogy, may control expression of other genes involved in monitoring nutritional conditions.

The yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae can exist as one of
three distinct cell types. These cell types (designated a, a,
and a/a) are determined by the alleles of a specific genetic
region, the MAT locus, near the centromere of chromosome
III (18). An a haploid possesses the MATa allele, which
encodes two transcribed genes, MATal and MATa2 (39, 55).
An a haploid possesses the alternative MATa allele, which
encodes two different genes, MATaJ and MATa2 (39, 53,
55). The diploid a/a cell formed by mating of the two
haploids contains a copy of both the MATa and the MATa
alleles. In a cells, the MAT locus has no known function in
mating. A haploid cell in which the MAT locus has been
deleted mates as a, indicating that the functions that deter-
mine the a mating phenotype are expressed constitutively.
Therefore, in a cells, the a-specific genes must be repressed
and the a-specific genes must be activated in order to display
the a mating phenotype (53). The first task is performed by
the product of the MATa2 gene, which has been shown to be
a DNA-binding repressor that prevents expression of a-
specific genes (23). The product of the MATaJ gene is
necessary and sufficient for activating expression of a-
specific genes in a haploid cell (2, 53). The presence of both
the MATa and MATa alleles in the same cell generates the
a/a diploid phenotype. In this situation, the MATa2 repres-
sor blocks expression of the a-specific genes and also com-
bines with the MATal gene product to repress expression of
MATal, thereby preventing expression of a-specific genes
(26, 40). The combined MATalIMATa2 repression mecha-
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nism also prevents expression of haploid-specific genes (22,
32). Among the haploid-specific functions is the RME gene;
activation of diploid functions, such as the ability to
sporulate, requires repression of RME expression (35).
Thus, the MAT locus represents the master regulatory genes
that determine yeast cell type (I. Herskowitz, Harvey Lect.,
in press).

In addition to the information at the MAT locus itself, a
yeast cell also contains copies of both MATa and MATa
information that are normally transcriptionally silent. The
cryptic a information is usually stored at the HMR locus near
the telomere of the right arm of chromosome III, and the
cryptic a information is usually stored at the HML locus
near the telomere of the left arm of the same chromosome
(39, 54). These additional copies can serve as donors of
genetic information to the MAT locus during the recombina-
tion event that results in mating type interconversion
("switching") (for reviews, see references 27 and 52). Nor-
mally the expression of the mating type information at HML
and HMR is tightly repressed. This repression requires the
presence of four trans-acting gene products, designated
SIR], SIR2, SIR3, and SIR4 (14, 24, 42, 43). Repression is
mediated by cis-acting regions that flank HML and HMR (1,
12). These elements can act over large distances (several
kilobases), in either orientation, and can repress transcrip-
tion of both RNA polymerase II and RNA polymerase III
promoters (7, 47). Because of the similarity of these features
to transcriptional enhancers, these cis-acting elements have
been termed transcriptional silencers. Proteins which can
bind specifically to the essential silencer sequences have
been detected, but are not the products of any of the known
SIR genes (49; W. Kimmerly, A. Buchman, R. Kornberg,
and J. Rine, personal communication).

Mutations in a number of genes unlinked to MAT or HML
and HMR result in mating deficiency and have been termed
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TABLE 1. S. cerevisiae strains used

Strain Genotype Referenceor source

T8-1A
T8-1B
T8-1C
T8-1D
T8
T8-1A4
T8-1C2
DM108
DM109
K77
848
23a
23a182
23all3
T23
T182
T113
J30
K397
DA2102
YNN217
YNNT8

RFY2
RFY3
RFY4
RFY10
T1724
M142.24B
MW2A
MW2B
MW2C
MW2D
MW2BOK
MW2COK
MW2B1K
MW2C1K
DC14
DC17
XMB4-12B
RC757
T8-lAOK
T8-1BOK
T8-1COK
T8-lDOK
T8-1A4K
T8-1C2K
T109.6-3C
T109.6-2B
T109.6-3A
T109.64D
DM126

MATa his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 can) ardl::HIS3
MATa his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 canl ardl::HIS3
MATa his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 can) ARD)
MATa his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 can) ARD)
MATa/MATa his3-11,151his3-11,15 leu2-3,1121leu2-3,112 canilcanl ardl::HIS31ARDI
A&mat::LEU2 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 canl ardl::HIS3
Amat::LEU2 his3-11,15 leu2-3,112 can] ARDI
MATa/MATa his3/his3 leu21LEU2 ura3/ura3 trp)ltrpl ardl::HIS31ARD)
MATa/MATa his3/his3 leu21LEU2 ura3/ura3 trpl/TRPI Aardl::URA31ARDI
MATa his3 his4 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 trpi ste6-lacZ
MATa HMLa HMRa his4 leu2 ade6 met cry)
MATa his4 leu2 ura3 trpl
mata2 his4 leu2 ura3 trp)
matal his4 leu2 ura3 trpl
MATa his4 leu2 ura3 trpl ardl::URA3
mata2 his4 leu2 ura3 trp) ardl::URA3
matal his4 leu2 ura3 trpl ardl::URA3
MATa HMLa HMRa his suc gall MAL
MATa hmla-2::LEU2 his leu2 thr4 mal
MATa his4-519 leu2-3,112 ura3-52 suc2-A&9 lys2
MATa his3-A200 ura3-52 ade2-10(Oc) lys2-80)(Am)
MATa/MATa his3-A200/his3-11,15 leu2-3,1121LEU2 ura3-521URA3 ade2-101(Oc)/ADE2

lys2-801(Am)/L YS2 canlICANI ardl::HIS31ARDI
MATa his3 leu2 ura3 ardl::HIS3
MATa hmla-2::LEU2 leu2 ura3-52 suc2 thr4 lys2
MATa hmla-2::LEU2 his3 leu2 ura3 suc2 thr4
MATa hmla-2::LEU2 his3 leu2 ura3 ardl::HIS3
MATa HMRa::HIS3,LEU2,URA3 his3 leu2 ura3 trp) can) tcm)
MATa hmla-2::LEU2 HMRa::HIS3,LEU2,URA3 his3 leu2 ura3 trpl
MATa HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3 ardl:: URA3
MATa HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3
MATa HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3 ardl::URA3
MATa HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3
MATa HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3 Iys2
MATa HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3 lys2 ardl::URA3
Amat::LEU2 HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3 lys2
Amat::LEU2 HMLa HMRa leu2 ura3 lys2 ardl:: URA3
MATa his)
MATa his)
MATa arg9 ilv3 ural sstl lKIL+]
MATa his6 met) canl cyhl sst2-1
Iys2 derivative of T8-1A
lys2 derivative of T8-1B
Iys2 derivative of T8-1C
lys2 derivative of T8-1D
lys2 derivative of T8-1A4
lys2 derivative of T8-1C2
MATa his3 leu2 ura3
MATa his3 leu2 ura3 Aardl:: URA3
MATa his3 leu2 ura3
MATa his3 leu2 ura3 Aardl::URA3
Diploid from cross RFY4 x T109.6-4D

58
58
58
58
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
59
S. Fields
55
55
55
This work
This work
This work
A. Klar
A. Klar
3
C. Mann
This work

This work
This work
This work
This work
A. Murray
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
J. Hicks
J. Hicks
L. Blair
R. Chan
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work
This work

G. Yen, and J. Thorner, unpublished results); YIp5, contain-
ing the STE6 gene (59); phage HK18a, containing a KpnI-
HindIll segment of the coding region of the STE5 gene in
mpl8 (R. Freedman and J. Thorner, unpublished results);
and pSTE5-E4, containing the STE5 gene and flanking re-
gions (A. Brake and J. Thorner, unpublished results); phage
MCF1, containing the PstI-HindIII fragment of the coding
region of MFal in mpl8 (M. Flessel and J. Thorner, unpub-
lished results); pSL10, containing the STE3 gene (provided
by G. F. Sprague, Jr.); pSTE7, containing the STE7 gene in
pSP6 (provided by S. I. Reed); phage 1-1, containing an
EcoRI-HindIll fragment of the coding region of the CMD)
gene in mp8 (10); phage LEUa, containing a KpnI-EcoRI

fragment of the coding region of the LEU2 gene in mpl9 (R.
Freedman, unpublished results); YIp600, containing the
LYS2 gene (3); pJR71, containing the SIR] gene; pJR68,
containing the SIR2 gene; pJR273, containing the SIR3 gene;
and pJR106, containing the SIR4 gene (provided by J. Rine)
(20); pRASJ and pRAS2, containing, respectively, the RAS]
gene in pBR322 and the RAS2 gene in pUC8 (provided by S.
Powers) (56); a BamHI-BglII fragment containing a large
N-terminal segment of the BCYJ gene excised from YCp5O-
RK2 (28); and phage Dx2-18, containing the BglII-XbaI
segment of MAT from pDx in mpl8 (R. Freedman, unpub-
lished results). Plasmids containing only the yeast gene of
interest were labeled by nick translation; in some cases,
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FIG. 1. Effect of an ardl mutation on expression of cell type-specific genes. Poly(A)+ RNA was prepared from strains T8-1C (MATa
ARDI), T8-1A (MATa ardl), T8-1D (MATa ARDI), and T8-1B (MATot ardi), subjected to gel electrophoresis, blotted, and hybridized to
radioactive probes derived from the cloned genes indicated, all as described in Materials and Methods. nts, Nucleotides. Arrowheads indicate
transcripts of the genes specified.

plasmids containing inserts substantially larger than the gene
of interest, or which carried other yeast genes as markers,
were digested with appropriate restriction endonucleases to
generate a fragment corresponding to the gene of interest,
which was purified by gel electrophoresis, electroeluted, and
labeled by nick translation. Single-stranded probes were
prepared by primer extension of phage clones. Filters were
hybridized to appropriate probes at 65 to 68° C in aqueous
solution by minor modifications of standard procedures (30,
51).

Assay of I8-galactosidase activity. Strains to be tested for
the level of expression of lacZ gene fusions were grown
overnight in YEPD (for cells containing the chromosomal
ste6-lacZ fusion) or in an appropriate minimal medium
selective for maintenance of plasmids carrying the STE6,
HO, or HSP70 fusions. The saturated cultures were diluted
1:10 with fresh medium and grown for 4 h. The cells were
then harvested and assayed for ,-galactosidase activity
essentially as described by Ruby and Szostak (45). For
analysis of cells carrying the hsp7O-lacZ fusion, the 1:10
dilutions were grown for 2 h at 23° C and then split into two
equal portions that were incubated for an additional 2 h at
either 23 or 37° C. Cultures containing plasmids were moni-
tored for plasmid stability, and specific enzyme activity
values were corrected to take into account the fraction of
cells that lacked a plasmid.

Assays of mating and pheromone production. Quantitative
matings were performed as described previously (58), except
that strains DC14 and DC17 were used as the mating type
testers. Pheromone production was measured by a halo
bioassay for growth inhibition (5, 50), with strain RC757 as
the tester lawn for a-factor and strain XMB4-12B as the
tester lawn for a-factor.

RESULTS
MATa cell-specific gene expression is greatly reduced in ardi

mutants. It was observed previously that mutations in the
ARDI gene lead to an inability of MATa cells to respond to
a-factor, reduce their efficiency of mating, and lower pro-
duction of two other a cell-specific products: a-factor and a
secreted protease responsible for degrading a-factor (barrier
activity) (58). These phenotypic characteristics suggested
that ardl mutants have a general defect in the expression of
a-specific genes. Therefore, we examined directly the level
of transcription of a number of such genes in isogenic MATa
ardl and MATa ARDJ strains.
There are two genes that encode the precursors of a-

factor, MFal and MFa2 (5). Analysis of poly(A)+ RNA by

gel electrophoresis, transfer to filters by blotting, and hybrid-
ization with appropriate DNA probes established that the
steady-state level of the mRNAs for both of these genes was
markedly reduced in cells containing an ardl: :HIS3 insertion
mutation compared with the isogenic ARD1 control (Fig. 1).
Densitometric scanning of extremely long exposures indi-
cated that the reduction in level was greater than 100-fold.
Similarly, the steady-state level of the STE2 transcript was
greatly reduced in the ardl::HIS3 strain (Fig. 1). Presum-
ably, the lack of this mRNA would lead to a deficiency of the
receptor for a-factor and would thus provide a simple
explanation for the insensitivity of MATa ardl mutants to
the action of this pheromone. Likewise, mRNA correspond-
ing to another a-specific gene, STE6 (59, 60), which encodes
a product required for maturation of the a-factor precursor
(R. Sterne and J. Thorner, unpublished results), was lowered
about 15-fold in MATa ardl cells (Fig. 1). To estimate the
relative level of STE6 gene expression more quantitatively,
,-galactosidase production from a lacZ fusion to the STE6
gene (59) was measured. The level of P-galactosidase activ-
ity in MATa ardl cells was about 12-fold lower than in
congenic MATa ARDI spores (Table 2) when the back-
ground level of nonspecific expression of the ste6-lacZ
construction observed in MATa ARDI cells was subtracted.
This effect of the ardl defect on STE6 expression was even
more pronounced (over 50-fold) when the ste6-lacZ fusion
gene was carried on a plasmid (Table 2).
The level of expression in MATa cells of other genes

whose products are not primarily involved in the mating
process, including URA3, LEU2, LYS2, and CMI)1 (10),
was not affected by the state of the ARDI gene, as revealed
by reannealing the filters to appropriate probes (data not
shown).

Expression of haploid-specific genes is also reduced in MATa
ardl cells. Because the ardl mutants showed such a general
defect in the expression of a-specific genes, we also analyzed
the transcription of genes required for mating that are
normally expressed in both MATa and MATa cells but
repressed in MATa/MATa diploids-the so-called haploid-
specific genes (22, 29, 32). The steady-state level of the
transcript of the STE5 gene, whose product is required for
maximum expression of cell type-specific genes (R. Freed-
man and J. Thorner, unpublished results), was reduced at
least 20-fold in MATa ardl cells compared with the isogenic
MATa ARD1 control (Fig. 1). The reduction in STE5 func-
tion possibly contributed to the inability of MATa cells to
express a-specific genes required for mating. In contrast, in
MATa cells the functional state of the ARDI locus had little
or no effect on the level of the STE5 transcript.

MOL. CELL. BIOL.
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The influence of the ardl mutation on expression of the
HO gene, which encodes an endonuclease required for
initiating mating type interconversion that is found only in
haploid cells (22, 27), was measured by using an ho-lacZ
fusion (46). The presence of an ardl mutation caused about
a fivefold reduction ofHO expression in MATa haploids, but
no detectable reduction in MATa haploids (Table 2).

ardl mutation has only a slight effect on expression of
a-specific genes. Unlike MATa ardl mutants, MATa haploids
carrying the ardl mutation did not exhibit any observable
mating debility. Hence, it seemed unlikely that expression of
a-specific genes required for mating would be markedly
impaired in MATa ardl cells. Nonetheless, we examined the
level of mRNAs corresponding to the genes encoding the
major a-factor precursor, MFaJ (6, 50), and the a-factor
receptor, STE3 (15). Both of these transcripts were readily
detectable in MAToa ardl mutants, but at a level about three-
to fivefold lower than in the isogenic MATa ARDI controls.

Transcription of genes expressed in all three cell types is not
affected by the ardl mutation. Certain genes involved in
mating do not display a cell type specificity in their pattern of
expression, including STE7 and STEH (9). The level of STE7
transcription in either MATa or MATa cells carrying either
an ardl or ARDI allele was the same, as judged by analysis
of poly(A)+ RNA (data not shown).

In addition to its effect on the mating ability of MATa cells,

TABLE 2. Effect of an ardl mutation on STE6
and HO expression

Gene fusion or Genotype 1-Galactosidase
plasmid and strain MAT ARDI activitya (U)

ste6-1acZb
M95-16D a + 6.83 0.08
M95-18B a + 6.53 + 0.33
M95-19D a + 7.25 0.25
M95-20D a + 6.55 0.05
M95-23C a + 7.93 0.28
M95-21A a - 0.90 0.10
M95-21D a - 0.55 0.05
M95-16A a + 0.15 0.05

pste6-IacZc
T86-24C a + 63.00 2.00
T86-30C a + 69.00 3.00
T86-24B a - 0.86 0.37
T86-30B a - 1.60 0.40
T86-24D a + 3.10 1.23
T86-30A a + 0.15 0.01
T86-24A a - 0.10 0.05
T86-30D a - 0.22 0.06

pho-lacZd
T108-2C a + 0.77 0.10
T1084C a + 0.57 0.10
T108-2B a - 0.18 0.02
T1084A a - 0.14 0.02
T108-2D a + 0.76 0.14
T1084D a + 1.05 0.15
T108-2A a - 0.65 0.06
T108-4B a - 0.77 0.06

a Activity was calculated in Miller units (45), and values presented are the
averages and ranges of duplicate determinations.

b Congenic strains derived from a cross of K77 to T8-1B, as described in
Materials and Methods.

c Isogenic strains derived from a diploid strain (T8) transformed with
plasmid p61-831-1, as described in Materials and Methods.

d Isogenic strains derived from a diploid strain (DM108) transformed with
plasmid p50-12-1871, as described in Materials and Methods.

TABLE 3. Effect of an ardl mutation on expression of
a heat shock promoter

Genotype P~~~1-Galactosidase
Straina Genotype activityb (U)

MAT ARDI 23° C 37° C

T870-10D a + 4.9 255.0
T870-13A a + 5.1 288.0
T870-10A a - 5.4 147.0
T870-13B a - 3.6 149.0
T870-IOB a + 7.0 251.0
T870-13D a + 3.2 241.0
T870-10C a - 2.8 123.0
T870-13C a - 4.7 177.0

a Isogenic strains derived from a diploid strain (T8) transformed with
plasmid pIT210 (hsp7O-IacZ), as described in Materials and Methods.

b Cultures were subjected to temperature shift as described in Materials and
Methods prior to assay of ,-galactosidase activity. Values represent the
results of single determinations in Miller units (45).

the ardl mutation prevents yeast cells from entering the
stationary phase or initiating meiosis in response to nutrient
deprivation (58). In this respect, ardl mutants resemble
yeast cells that carry the RAS2vall9 (56) or bcyl (31) muta-
tions, which result, respectively, in abnormally elevated
cyclic AMP (cAMP) levels due to hyperstimulation of ade-
nylate cyclase or in abnormally elevated cAMP-dependent
protein kinase activity due to deficiency of the regulatory
subunit. However, as judged by the analysis of poly(A)+
RNA, the ardl mutation did not cause overexpression of
either RAS] or RAS2 (56) or underexpression of BCYJ (28)
(data not shown).

Like RAS2vaSl9 and bcyl mutants, the viability of ardl
mutants is greatly reduced by brief exposure to elevated
temperature. Because of this increased sensitivity to heat
shock, the effect of the ardi mutation on expression of a
major heat shock promoter was examined by using an
hsp7O-lacZ fusion (8). The ardi mutation had only a marginal
effect on the level of induction of this promoter in either
MATa or MATa cells (Table 3).
ARDI function is required for repression of the silent

information at HML. As described above, the most pro-
nounced effect of ardl mutations was observed in MATa
cells, in which expression of both a-specific and haploid-
specific genes was markedly reduced. The regulation of both
of these sets of genes normally involves a common compo-
nent, the MATa2 repressor. If the MATa2 product were
expressed in a MATa haploid, the a-specific genes would be
repressed, and because of the simultaneous presence of the
MATal product, haploid-specific genes would also be shut
off. An initial indication that this scenario might be the case
in MATa ardl cells was that deletions which eliminated the
site of MATa2-dependent repression of STE6 (60) prevented
the reduction of ste6-lacZ expression seen in MATa ardl
cells (data not shown).

In MATa cells, the only source of a information is the
cryptic copy of MATa sequences typically present at HML.
Indeed, the following biochemical and genetic evidence
demonstrated unequivocally that the information at HML
was expressed at significant levels in ardl mutants.
To analyze directly the level of expression of mating type

information, poly(A)+ RNA fractionated by gel electropho-
resis was hybridized to a probe that can detect both the
MATa2 transcript and the somewhat larger MATa2 tran-
script, as observed in MATa/MATa diploids (Fig. 2). In
MATa cells, only a transcript corresponding to the a2 RNA
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To analyze directly the level of expression of mating type

information, poly(A)+ RNA fractionated by gel electropho-
resis was hybridized to a probe that can detect both the
MATa2 transcript and the somewhat larger MATa2 tran-
script, as observed in MATa/MATa diploids (Fig. 2). In
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FIG. 2. Effect of an ardl mutation and the cryptic mating type

loci on transcription of the mating type genes. Poly(A)+ RNA was
prepared from the following strains (with the relevant genetic
constitution indicated): (left to right) T8-1B, T8-1D, T8-1C, T8-1A,
RFY10, T8-1C2, T8-1A4, and YNNT8, subjected to gel electropho-
resis, blotted, and hybridized to a radioactive probe (pDx2-18)
specific for detecting transcripts from the region of MAT indicated.

was detected, regardless of whether the cells were ardi or
ARDI. Similarly, in a MATa ARD1 cell only an RNA cor-
responding to the a2 transcript was observed. However, in
MATa ardl mutants, a significant level of a2 transcript was
detectable. To prove that the a2 transcript was derived from
the HMLa locus, poly(A)+ RNA from a MATa ardl strain
carrying a deletion of HML was examined. In the HML
deletion strain, no a2 RNA was detectable. To test directly
whether mating type information from the ordinarily silent
loci was being expressed in ardl mutants, poly(A)+ RNA
was prepared from cells in which the MAT locus itself was
deleted. In the ARDI Amat cells, no MAT transcript was
detectable, as anticipated, because the MAT locus is nor-
mally the only expressed copy of mating type information in
the cell. In marked contrast, in the ardl Amat cells, a
significant level of the a2 transcript was found (but no a2
transcript was detectable).
Because no detectable amount of a2 RNA was found in

either MATot ardl or Amat ardl cells, it appears that the
absence of ARDI function derepresses HML to a much
greater extent than it does HMR, in agreement with the
observation that the mating ability of MATa ardl cells was
not compromised. However, the fact that the transcription
of a-specific genes was somewhat reduced in MATa ardl
cells, as demonstrated above (Fig. 1), suggests that a low
level of al function may be expressed from HMRa.
To confirm that the observed expression of transcripts

from the HML locus had functional consequences for the
cell, the phenotypic characteristics of the strains used for the
transcription analysis and other related strains were also
examined. In every case, the effect of the ardl mutation on
the mating ability and pheromone responsiveness of strains
containing various combinations and arrangements of ge-
netic information at MAT and the silent loci was completely
consistent with the expected influence of derepression of the
information at HML caused by the lack of ARDI function.
As shown in Table 4, the ardl mutation reduced the mating
efficiency of MATa haploids but not MATa haploids, as
found previously (58). However, when the HML locus was
deleted (by substitution with the LEU2 gene) or replaced
with a information (see below), MATa ardl cells mated with

an efficiency comparable to that of normal MATa cells and
were sensitive to ca-factor action. Moreover, a Amat ARD1
strain mated efficiently as a, but an isogenic Amat ardl strain
displayed a "bimater" phenotype because a significant frac-
tion of the cells mated as a.
Another way to determine whether the a information

present at HML was being expressed was by suppression of
mutations at MATa. As shown in Table 5, a mata2 mutation
drastically reduced mating frequency (to about 1O-5 the
efficiency of an isogenic MATa control). Integration of an
ard]:: URA3 disruption mutation did not perturb the mating
ability of a normal MATa strain; however, the presence of
the same mutation enhanced the mating efficiency of the
mata2 mutant by more than three orders of magnitude.
Similarly, introduction of the ardl mutation dramatically
increased the mating efficiency of a matal mutant.

Segregation tests also supported the conclusion that the
MATa-specific mating debility caused by an ardl mutation
was only manifest when an HMLa locus was also present in
the same cell. Strain RFY2 (MATTa HMLa ardl::HIS3) was
crossed with RFY4 (MATa hmla::LEU2 ARDI), and the
resulting diploid was sporulated. The distribution of the
mutant loci was readily followed by scoring the relevant
markers (namely, His' and Leu+). All of the MATa progeny

TABLE 4. Effect of an ardi mutation and the cryptic mating
type loci on mating proficiency

St.t1 Genotype Mating Mating
trai HML MAT HMR ARDI phenotypeb efficiency'

T8-lCOK a a a + a [1.0], [1.0]d
T109.6-3C a a a + a 1.0
M126-4C ax a a + a 0.63
M126-9D ax a a + a 1.0
T8-1DOK a a a + a 1.1, 0.74
T109.6-3A a ot a + a 1.12
T8-1AOK a a a - e 2.1 x 10-5

8.2 x 10-3
T109.6-2B a a a - 1.0 x 10-3
M126-4D a a a - - 4 x 10-4
M126-5B a a a - 4 x 10-2
T8-1BOK a a a - a 0.84, 0.83
T109.6-4D a a a - ax 1.26
M126-1B A a a - a 1.03
M126-2B A a a - a 0.76
T8-1C2K a A a + a 0.86, 1.40
T8-lA4k a A a - a > a 0.30, 0.33 (as

a); 0.07, 0.12
(as a)

MW2B a a a + a 1.0, 1.0, 1.0
MW2A a a a - a 1.16, 0.16, 0.39
MW2D a a a + a 1.24, 1.16, 0.99
MW2C a a a - 0.01, 0.02, 0.14

a The indicated derivatives of strains T8-1A, T8-1B, T8-1C, and T8-1D (58)
were generated as described in Table 1 and in Materials and Methods. Strains
T109.6-2B, T109.6-3A, T109.6-3C, and T109.64D were generated by trans-
formation of a diploid (DM109) with the Aard:: URA3 construction, followed
by sporulation, as described in Materials and Methods. Strains M126-1B,
M126-2B, M126-4C, M126-4D, M126-5B, and M126-9D were generated by
sporulation of a diploid strain (DM126). Strain M147-3C was made diploid by
transformation with an HO-containing plasmid, transformed with the
ardl::HIS3 construction, and sporulated to yield strains MW2A, MW2B,
MW2C, and MW2D (in which the silent mating type loci are in inverse
orientation), all as described in Materials and Methods.

I Mating phenotype was determined by patch mating on plates with DC14
and DC17 as the tester lawns.

t Quantitative matings were performed as described in Materials and
Methods. Numbers given represent separate and independent determinations.

d All results normalized to the mating efficiency of this strain.
e_, Nonmater.
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mated normally; in contrast, all of the MATa spores that
carried both HML and the ardl mutation were mating
deficient (16 of 16 tested). None of the MATa ARDI hml
spores (0 of 7) and none of the MATa ardl hml spores (0 of
8) were mating defective. In other words, the presence of the
hml deletion completely suppressed the mating deficiency of
MATa ardi cells.

Repression of silent mating type information by ARDJ is
position specific. The results presented above suggested
strongly that the ARD/ gene product was required to main-
tain repression of the HML locus but not the HMR locus. To
determine whether ARDI function was involved in specific
repression of the HML locus regardless of the information it
contained (as opposed to being required to specifically
repress silent a information regardless of the position at
which it resides), crosses were performed to construct
isogenic strains containing the silent loci in inverse orienta-
tion, namely HMLa and HMRot. Just as anticipated, when a
information was present at HML, the ardl mutation reduced
the mating ability ofMATa haploids but had little or no effect
on the mating of MATa haploids (Table 4). Also, unlike
MATa HMLa HMRa ardl mutants, MATa HMLa HMRa
ardl cells showed only a slight reduction in the level of
a-factor produced and only a slight decrease in level of
sensitivity to a-factor compared with MATa HMLa HMRa
ARDI controls (data not shown).

Tetrad analysis further confirmed that an HMLa locus
segregated as a suppressor of the mating deficiency ofMATa
ardl mutants. Strain 848 (MATa HMLa HMRa ARDI) was
crossed to strain T109.6-4D (MATTa HMLa HMRa Aardl::
URA3) to yield diploids heterozygous at HML (and homo-
zygous at HMR). After meiosis and dissection of the asci, it
was found that half of the MATa ardl progeny (those that
presumably inherited the HMLa allele) were mating profi-
cient and displayed a normal sensitivity to a-factor (data not
shown).

Analysis of poly(A)+ RNA (Fig. 3) clearly demonstrated
that the effect of the ardl mutation on expression of the
cryptic loci was completely consistent with the genetic
behavior of these strains. MATa haploids containing the
silent loci in inverse orientation expressed only the a2
transcript, regardless of whether the cells were ardl or
ARDI. Similarly, MATa ARDI haploids with the silent loci
in inverse orientation displayed only the a2 transcript; in
contrast, isogenic MATa ardl mutants showed both the a2
and a2 mRNAs (Fig. 3). Furthermore, when the MAT locus
was deleted from an ARDI HMLa HMRa cell, no MAT-
specific RNA was detectable; however, in the isogenic ardl

TABLE 5. Suppression of the mating deficiency of mata
mutations in ardi mutants

Genotype Mating
Strain"efienyMAT ARDI efficiency

23a a + [1.0]'
T23 a - 1.4
23al82 mata2 + 8.7 x 10-6
T182 mata2 - 4.0 x 10-2
23a1l3 matal + 1.4 x 10-5
T113 matal - 4.2 x 10-

aThe ardl derivatives were generated by transformation of the parental
strains (Table 1) with the ardl::URA3 construction, as described in Materials
and Methods.

b Quantitative matings were performed as described in Materials and
Methods.

' All results normalized to the mating efficiency of this strain.
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FIG. 3. Effect of an ardl mutation and inversion of the cryptic
mating type loci on transcription of mating type genes. Poly(A)+
RNA was prepared from the following strains (with the relevant
genetic constitution indicated): (left to right) MW2D, MW2A,
MW2B, MW2C, MW2COK, MW2B1K, MW2C1K, and YNNT8,
subjected to electrophoresis, blotted, and hybridized to the same
probe as used in Fig. 2.

mutant, the a2 transcript was the predominant MAT mRNA
produced (although a small amount of a2 transcript was
detectable). Hence, the primary effect of the ardl mutation
was to permit expression of the information resident at HML
(although some derepression of HMR also occurred).
ARDI function does not regulate expression of the SIR

genes. Mutations in any of the four SIR genes allow expres-
sion of the silent loci (42). In particular, the sirl-i mutation
was originally recognized as an unlinked suppressor of mata
mutations (43) and also promoted sporulation of diploids
homozygous at MAT. These characteristics suggest that the
loss of SIRI function causes a greater derepression of HML
than of HMR or, if both loci are expressed equally, that the
level of the al and a2 products needed to permit sporulation
(e.g., by shutting off genes like RMEI) is lower than the level
of the al and a2 proteins needed to inhibit mating (e.g., by
shutting off MATal expression) (52). This behavior was not
due to the "leakiness" of the sirl-I lesion because mutants
carrying complete deletions of the SIR] gene display the
same phenotype (20). In the apparent differential effect on
expression of HML, sirl mutations resemble ardl muta-
tions. Conceivably, therefore, the ARDJ gene product might
be required for full expression of one or more of the SIR
genes or might be necessary for full activity of one or more
of the SIR proteins. To test the first possibility, poly(A)+
RNA from isogenic ardl and ARDI strains was examined for
the presence of transcripts corresponding to each of the four
SIR genes. Expression of all four SIR genes was unaffected
by the ardl mutation in either MATa or MATa haploids (data
not shown). Therefore, ARDI function does not regulate
expression of the silent loci by controlling SIR gene expres-
sion.

In addition, in quantitative mating experiments, MATa
ardl sirl double mutants were much more mating defective
(10-5) than either MATa ardl (10-3) or MATa sirl ( to 10-1)
single mutants (data not shown), suggesting that the func-
tions of the ARDI and SIRI gene products in the regulation
of HML are independent.

DISCUSSION
The ARDI gene of S. cerevisiae is required for proper cell

cycle arrest in response to both nutrient limitation and the
mating pheromone a-factor. It was initially felt that a muta-
tion with these characteristics might define a function re-
quired for the switch from the mitotic cell cycle to alternate
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